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(A) Eddie Redmayne (B)  
Gary Oldman (C) Kate Winslet (D) 
Olivia Colman 
7: To which European city did 
Coronation Street’s Hayley travel 
to undergo gender reassignment?
(A) Copenhagen (B) Stockholm (C) 
Amsterdam (D) Berlin 
8: Coming to BritBox later this 
year is a brand-new series of  
ITV’s legendary satirical puppet 
show, Spitting Image. In the 
original, which ran until  
1996, whose puppet had water 

constantly squirting from its 
eyes?
(A) Margaret Thatcher (B) The 
Queen Mum (C) Paul McCartney 
(D) Paul Gascoigne 
9: In which fictional Cornish 
coastal village does ITV’s Doc 
Martin practise?
(A) Portwell (B) Portwish (C) 
Portwenn (D) Portwhere 
10: To which year did cop Sam 
Tyler find himself mysteriously 
transported in the first series of 
BBC1’s Life On Mars?
(A) 1973 (B) 1984 (C) 1995 (D) 1066
11: Simon Bird, who played Will 
in The Inbetweeners, also stars in 
which other Channel 4 comedy?
(A) Friday Night Dinner (B)  
The Windsors (C) The IT Crowd  
(D) Derry Girls 
12: Arriving on BritBox this week 
(April 9) is every episode of Ricky 
Gervais’ The Office. In which 
Berkshire town is it set?
(A) Reading (B) Slough (C) 
Maidenhead (D) Ascot 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

So are you Brit of a
classic TV genius?

★BRITBOX has become the  
No.1 destination for Britain’s 

best-loved TV. The streaming 
service, available across a whole 
range of platforms, boasts 
thousands of great shows from ITV, 
the BBC, Channel 4 and Channel 5 
– all ad-free and with further 
programmes added every week.

★And your Daily Star is giving 
away 10 year-long 

subscriptions, giving each of our 
winners 12 months of unlimited 
viewing. 

Our bumper BritBox quiz 
celebrates the vast range of 
programmes subscribers can binge 
on, including comedy, drama, 
documentaries and classic soap.

★For your chance to win, just 
email your 12 answers (A, B, C  

or D in each case), along with your 

name, address and mobile number, 
to starcompetitions@dailystar.co.
uk. 

★Entries will close at midnight 
on Monday, April 13. Full 

terms and conditions are at the 
foot of the page.

FUNNY BUSINESS: The Office

1: Heroes And Villains, an Only 
Fools And Horses Special on BBC 
1, saw Del Boy dressed as…
(A) Superman (B) Spider-Man (C) 
Batman (D) Robin 
2: Who did David Tennant play in 
ITV crime drama Broadchurch?
(A) DI Alec Hardy (B) DI Ali  
Miller (C) DI Olly Latimer  
(D) DI Olly Murs 
3: BritBox features more than 600 
classic Doctor Who episodes. 
Which actor took over from  
the fourth Doctor, Tom Baker, in 
1982?
(A) Colin Baker (B) Jon Pertwee (C) 
Peter Davison (D) Sylvester McCoy 
4: To which country did Michael 
Palin travel for a Channel 5 
documentary in 2018?
(A) Russia (B) North Korea (C) 
South Korea (D) China 
5: Which character did Jessica 
Brown Findlay play in ITV’s 
Downton Abbey?
(A) Lady Mary (B) Lady Sybil (C) 
Lady Edith (D) Lady Gaga 
6: Which future Oscar-winner 
starred with Mitchell and Webb in 
Channel 4’s Peep Show?

■ CLASS ACTS: 
Hits Downton 

Abbey and, left,  
The Inbetweeners

■ CLIFFHANGERS: Olivia 
Colman and David Tennant 

in crime hit Broadchurch. Inset, 
Tom Baker as Doctor Who

 FOR 
ONE YEAR WITH OUR 
FUN TELLY TEASERS

We are offering 10 prizes, each consisting of a 12-month Britbox 
subscription, worth £71.88. (Standard subscription is £5.99 monthly, 
contract-free, after a 30-day free trial.) Winners will be chosen at 
random from all correct entries. In the interests of fairness, a 
maximum of one entry per reader will be permitted. Winners will be 
contacted by email by midnight on Monday, April 20 and must 
respond by midnight on Monday, April 27 in order to claim their  
prize. Standard Daily Star rules apply (daily star.co.uk/rules) and the 
Editor’s decision is final. ITV is not responsible for the administration 
of this promotion.BLASTS FROM PAST: From top, Life on Mars, 

Only Fools’ Del & puppet satire Spitting Image
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AN ice cream parlour that 
served a live cockroach in a 
customer’s order has been 
fined £5,000.

Inspectors said Sprinkles 
Gelato in Portsmouth had 
“significant cockroach ac-
tivity present in areas 
where food was being pre-
pared, handled and stored”.

The diner, part of a chain 
that boasts of using “only 
the best ingredients”, 
 admitted five hygiene raps. 

City magistrates also or-
dered it to pay the custom-
er £100 in compensation.

£5k fine 
for ices 
cock-up

PINK Floyd drummer Nick 
Mason has dashed hopes 
of the iconic band ever 
playing live again, saying it 
would be too painful.

The 76-year-old admit-
ted the “dormant” group 
could go on tour if guitarist 
Dave Gilmour wanted to. 

He said: “I suppose all it 
needs in theory is for David 
to announce a Pink Floyd 
tour and that’s it.”

But Mason is not keen 
on the idea as it would 
highlight the  absence of 
Roger Waters, 76, who quit 
in 1985 following repeated 
clashes with Gilmour, 74.

Asked if he wanted to 
play with the band again, 
he said: “Not particularly, 
because I think it would 
 regenerate that sense of 
Roger not being part of it.”

Pink Floyd, whose clas-
sic albums include The 
Dark Side of the Moon and 
The Wall, last played to-
gether in 2005 when 
Waters joined them at Live 
8 in London’s Hyde Park.

Since then, the band has 
released one album, 2014’s 
Endless River, and Waters 
continues to play live as a 
solo artist.

Mason:  
I don’t 
need no 
Floyd gig

SPLIT: Drummer Nick
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CASSIE and 
Simon Woods, from 

Shropshire, were 
stunned to see snaps 

from a camera they lost 
in the Caribbean sea 
posted online after a 
snorkeller found it.


